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Found! The world’s
first skiers
In the final part of his quest to ski with a tribe believed to
have been skiing for over 5,000 years, Andreas Hofer headed
to China. But getting there was to prove a tricky mission

M

ore than 5,000 years ago, when mammoths
still roamed the northern hemisphere, the
Tuvans, a tribe of hunters, carved mankind’s first skis.
At least that is what ski historians such as John Allen
from Plymouth State University report.
These stone-age skiers carved out a living in
the Altai mountain range, which stretches from
Siberia to Mongolia and China. And, according to
recent reports, they have never stopped skiing since.
Schorsch Schichl, my Austrian mountain guide,
and I planned to seek out our Asian skiing ancestors
and — if possible — ski with them. Having covered
thousands of miles by car, on foot and on skis,
we did meet Tuvans, sure enough, many of them
in Siberia and more in western Mongolia. Alas,
none of them had ever skied.
This last part of our quest to find the world’s
oldest skiers — this time venturing into the Chinese
part of the Altai mountains — did not start well.

Coming from Mongolia, we found the border to
China cordoned off by the Mongolian authorities.
All roads were closed and quarantine had been
declared because of an outbreak of foot-and-mouth
disease — or the plague, as some locals called
it. Suddenly China seemed out of reach for us.
After endless days of conference calls to
Ulaanbaatar with officials at the ministry of health,
foreign ministry and ministry of the interior,
and frantic petitioning with much hand-wringing,
Nomads, our tour operator, secured the vital transit
papers through the plague-infested area to China.
Finally it was agreed that on April 3 this year our
Chinese hosts would wait for us on the other side
of the border crossing at Takashiken, to take us to
Hemu village on the southern slopes of the Altai
range. Here, it was promised, we would meet the
fabled Tuvans and learn their skiing techniques.
Gazelles roamed the plain as we drove through
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the fertile marshes that feed into the
Bulgan River towards a group of tents
complete with a Soviet-era ZIL-131
truck that was belching smoke.
It had been converted from a rocketlauncher into a strange-looking
distillery, sprouting coils and controls.
This was the plague station where
we had been told to collect a final
stamp to gain our permit. Waiting on
a bench in the morning sunshine, we
watched as our cars were hosed down
with a nasty-smelling solvent, while
the alchemist’s creation on the ZIL
truck was heated up, noisily producing
steam and puffs of white smoke.
We had no idea what this was about.
After a few minutes we were
invited to take a seat in a windowless
compartment in the ZIL truck. At least
it had the reassuring sign of the Red
Cross on its door. Hatches were closed
and we sat in utter darkness.
Before we knew what was
happening, pungent smoke filled
the cabin until we couldn’t breathe
any more. Almost asphyxiated,
we frantically banged against the
iron doors, trying not to vomit.
Just before we passed out, we were
released into blinding daylight again
— coughing, crying and throwing
up what our guts had to give. As an
antidote we were given phials of
iodine to gargle. Then cigarettes were

offered and our papers stamped
for onward travel to China.
After our near extermination by
the Mongolian Red Cross, our usual
border difficulties seemed minor by
comparison. Some of the cars we were
travelling in were confiscated,
and I was held up for many hours
after a computer check of my passport
suggested I was a North Korean
gunman on the run.
After a while, even the Chinese
border guards were satisfied that the
similarities between me and the Asian
gangster were remote. After many
apologies, we were waved through.
But not before our
skiing equipment
was disassembled
and my passport
had been leafed
through by so many
hands it became
almost unreadable.
After all that, the landscape on the
Chinese side of the border looked
none too different to Mongolia. We
saw the same desert, the same camel
herds, the same yak, grazing between
poplars and stumps of willow. But
the degree of industrialisation was of
a different scale. We travelled on fourlane asphalt roads, under pylons that
criss-crossed the country connecting
cities, factories and refineries.

In the towns, everything was neon
lights and apartment blocks, but
these were eerily devoid of any sign
of tenants. Large high-rise buildings
were as empty as the bungalows that
had been built for nomads in the hope
they would settle there.
As we entered Burqin, the road was
lined with petrol stations and shops
selling jade. Burqin is one of the towns
growing at a ruthless speed into the
21st century, but it felt good to spend
the night there and be in a proper
hotel room again after such a long
time sleeping rough. Washed and
scrubbed, we enjoyed a dinner of
grilled fish, kebabs
and pilau rice
in a Uighur street
restaurant.
The next morning
we were all set
for our journey, but
the same could not
be said of our Chinese guide. A
former English teacher, he suggested
we call him David, but that was
where his allowances for us — and
our peculiar quest — ended. He was
utterly unprepared for the journey
into the mountainous land of Kazakh
and Tuvan herders. His people carrier
and the truck he had hired for our
luggage had summer tyres and no
snow chains, and were no match for

pungent smoke
filled the cabin
until we could no
longer breathe

Left and bottom right: The snow festival in Kanas. Top right: The ‘decontamination’ truck that Andreas Hofer survived on the Mongolian border
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Andreas Hofer’s quest to find the world’s original skiers took him first through Russia then Mongolia

roads buried in layers of snow. We got
stuck as soon as the landscape started
to rise when we were still miles from
our destination. The 3,000m peaks
glittered tantalisingly on the horizon.
Would we ever reach the villages
of the Tuvans in the high valleys
of the Altai, now steeped in snow?
Evidence of this Turkic tribe’s skiing
prowess is available thanks to
petroglyphs: images of stone-age
skiers found in Russia and Mongolia,
dating back thousands of years. And
primeval skis that have recently been
excavated from permafrost may date
back to 6,000BC. Until recently, the
Tuvans roamed the Altai regardless of
borders and only found themselves
to be Chinese, Mongols or Russians in

modern times. Today, the largest
group lives in the Russian Republic
of Tuva, annexed in 1944 by Stalin.
But as we had found on the first leg
of our journey, the Russian Tuvans,
alas, don’t ski. The Tuvan population
in China, however, were said to ski.
And Genghis Khan is alleged to
have tasked them with guarding the
mountain passes into Xinjiang, making
good use of their skiing prowess.
But stranded as we were at this
point, after just a few hundred metres
of snow-covered road, we could
only gaze at those peaks and wonder.
Schorsch and I unpacked our skis,
glued on the hiking skins, and made
our way towards the first pass and
the Kanas Tourist Resort.

The Chinese have a soft spot for the
romance of Alpine villages. Next to
a private airport serving the moneyed
elite stood rows of multi-coloured,
gabled houses, looking like outsized
replicas of Swiss chalets. Like most
Chinese real estate excesses, these too
were eerily empty. At a steady pace
we moved up the serpentine contours
of a snowbound mountain road.
It was not long before we were
stopped by a flashy 4x4 driven by
a Chinese television crew. With much
gesticulating and laughter, the two
young men loaded us into their car
promising to take us to the ‘Sixth
Kanas Snowboard Festival’. There we
would find steep descents, lots of
powder and it would all be great fun.
At least — because this was all
delivered in Chinese — this is what we
understood from their waving hands,
wide eyes and mimicking of the sound
of speed and bravado of skiers.
The festival was indeed in full swing
when we arrived. Everyone who
was anyone was there: the committee
for Beijing’s bid for the 2022 Winter
Olympics, at that point still up against
a bid from Kazakhstan; camera teams;
the press; hundreds of photographers
— and the border police.
When they asked to check our visas,
which we had left in the stranded
car, they were pushed back by a crowd

Left and bottom right: Hemu village. Centre: Andreas Hofer holds the Tuvan skis aloft at the snow festival. Top right: Hemu’s ski maker, Malchiin
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excited to see two foreigners join
in the fun. So dense was the cheering
cordon of fans sweeping us along
it was impenetrable for the officers.
Once we had our skins on and
started to hike up the slopes in earnest,
the day was ours. On one descent
after another we frolicked in metres of
fresh powder, decorating wide areas
with neat ‘Arlberg’ turns. In between,
we were given gifts, we were fed,
and had to give hour-long interviews.
For a while we were the stars of the
show… but not for long.
Two buses arrived with a convoy of
Jeeps, and a horde disembarked
looking like extras for a Genghis Khan
movie. They were wearing Mongolian
fur caps, pointed leather boots,
silk gowns and sashes of all colours. To
the delight of the hooting bystanders,
they waved large, yellow flags and
began to unload their quaint gear:
giant rocker-shaped skis, covered in
horse hair to aid their climbs and long
wooden poles to help them steer.
The Tuvans had arrived!

We felt as if we were meeting
heroes from another age. We handled
their gear with awe, stroking the
horse skins, and admiring the perfect
shape, length and balance of their
skis. There must have been 20 of the
Tuvans, of all ages, some in their 80s,
the youngest a girl
of just six.
And what a show
they put on! As the
horse skins could
not be removed
for the downhills,
they needed a lot of
speed to manoeuvre with ease.
Their body weight had to be far back
so they used the long steering pole
for support, at times looking as if they
were sitting in the back of a gondola,
with the tips of their skis floating up
ahead of them. They raced down the
hill in formation, jumped over rocks
and turned boldly between trees.
When the television crew asked us
if we backed China’s Olympic bid, we
couldn’t but agree.

“This is the homeland of skiing,” we
shouted enthusiastically, waving the
yellow Tuvan flag, emblazoned, as we
now saw, with the image of a stoneage skier carrying a bow and arrow.
The dreadlocked festival-organiser,
Wanglei, a freeride champion of note
who was married
to an Austrian girl
from Schladming,
was excited about
the future of
skiing in Kanas.
“We’ve got a
new Kässbohrer
PistenBully for cat-skiing and are
in talks to organise heli-skiing here,”
he told us. “The next time you come,
we’ll take you to the slopes by heli.”
We were a little dubious about the
prospects of heli-skiing just a few
miles from the Russian border and, as
if on cue, the men in green were
again insisting on seeing our visas,
unimpressed by our newfound
television celebrity status.
David, who had finally managed to
hire a 4x4 locally, brought the visas
just in time. We left the event in the
late afternoon, driving through the

They raced down
the hill, jumped over
rocks and turned
between trees

The treated horse skins are nailed to the bottom of the skis, made from freshly cut trees
that have been bent into shape and allowed to harden before bindings are fitted
Photo: Jonas Bendiksen/Magnum Photos
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Hemu valley towards the border with
Russia and Mongolia. A snow blower
had cut a two-metre-wide lane out of
the deep duvet of snow that was just
enough for one car to pass through.
We hoped we would not meet any
oncoming traffic — giving way would
have been impossible.
It is hard to say why this road,
winding alongside the Hemu river
and crossing numerous mountain
passes, conferred on us such a sense of
tranquillity. Was it the gentle, snowsteeped hills, beaming in the sunshine,
and the lone farmhouses? Or was it
the horse-drawn sledges, pulling logs
from a wintry forest? Perhaps it was
the hay wagon, carrying heaps of
fodder to a herd of cattle, steam rising
off the cows in the frost.
“Come on baby,” shouted the
farmer to the gelding he was riding, as
he passed our car, laughing proudly at
the English expression he had managed
to make use of at last.
Hemu village, a community of
Kazakh and Tuvan farmers, with
its log-built farmsteads, woodfenced paddocks
and hayracks, was
huddled under
deep layers of snow,
with smoke rising
from blackened
chimneys. Even at
this time of year,
tourists from urban
China were wandering along the main
street, taking photos of each other or
hitching a ride in one of the horsedrawn sledges through the copse by
the river. The slopes were marked
with the tracks of Tuvan skiers who
had gone hunting in the mountains or
were simply looking after their cattle.
That evening we met Malchiin,
the 32-year-old village ski maker,

in his workshop. He proudly explained
how he chose the best birch, bent
the chiselled planks in pots of boiling
water, planed them into shape
and tanned the skins for the bindings.
He shared his log cabin with his
extended family and a handful of
newborn calves
and lambs, which
huddled around
the central stove.
Among the many
dozen skis and
single poles in his
shed, we also
spied three new
Burton snowboards. Despite the
traditional way of doing things, Hemu
was not immune to the advances
of technology. Malchiin offered to sell
us a pair of made-to-measure village
skis for the equivalent of £300, but
we declined, knowing that we would
never be able to use them with the
same grace as the locals.
“When you stay in Hemu village,
you are not allowed to ski the border
mountains,” the men in green had
warned us as they handed back our
passports. But when we woke on
Easter Sunday, the sky was deep blue
and the village was still asleep, horses
snuffling and neighing gently, as if
to acknowledge the morning without
waking anyone.
Schorsch and I shouldered our
skis, and crossed a sturdy iron bridge
over the river to make for the
peaks overlooking the farmsteads
— the river forests and rolling,

The slopes were
marked with tracks
of tuvans who had
gone hunting
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The petroglyph at the Burqin museum that
local historians say is more than 5,000 years old
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The skiers use a single wooden pole and
the base of their skis have horse skins
permanently attached for traction on uphills

snowy hills were calling us. The
People’s Liberation Army would have
to forgive us. Skiing over wide open,
powder slopes, we celebrated the
birth of skiing by weaving our tracks
into those of the Tuvans — the oldest
skiing tribe on earth.
Crossing the border back into
Mongolia felt like a breeze. Our
driver, who had spent the entire week
collecting permits to release the
confiscated car, had finally been
successful and welcomed us with
a big grin. And this time the border
police, instead of treating me as
a North Korean robber — or even as
the trespasser on skis that I really was
— greeted us like old acquaintances,
waving and smiling. They had seen
us on television and treated us like
celebrities. No luggage screening, no
lengthy visa checks — and no prospect
of gassing on the other side
of the border. Just smiles,
group pictures, friendly
shoulder-padding and a
cheerful “see you again”.
Andreas Hofer travelled with Nomads
(nomads.mn) and mountain guide
Schorsch Schichl (sportladen@sport2000.
at) based in Heiligenblut. He researched
his travel by reading the books Beasts,
Men and Gods by Ferdinand Ossendowski,
The Bloody White Baron by James Palmer,
and The Diluv Khutagt of Mongolia.
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